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Abstract

Efficiency dictates that plans for large-scale distributed activities be revised incrementally,
with parts of plans being revised only if the expected utility of identifying and revising the sub-
plans improve on the expected utility of using the original plan. The problems of identifying and
reconsidering the subplans affected by changed circumstances or goals are closely related to the
problems of revising beliefs as new or changed information is gained. But traditional techniques
of reason maintenance—the standard method for belief revision—choose revisions arbitrarily
and enforce global notions of consistency and groundedness which may mean reconsidering all
beliefs or plan elements at each step. We develop revision methods aiming to revise only those
beliefs and plans worth revising, and to tolerate incoherence and ungroundedness when these
are judged less detrimental than a costly revision effort. We use an artificial market economy in
planning and revision tasks to arrive at overall judgments of worth, and present a representation
for qualitative preferences that permits capture of common forms of dominance information.
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1 Planning and replanning

Planning is necessary for the organization of large-scale activities because decisions about actions
to be taken in the future have direct impact on what should be done in the shorter term. But even
if well-constructed, the value of a plan decays as changing circumstances, resources, information, or
objectives render the original course of action inappropriate. When changes occur before or during
execution of the plan, it may be necessary to construct a new plan by starting from scratch or by
revising a previous plan. In fact, replanning may be worthwhile even when the new situation does
not deviate significantly from prior expectations. The original plan may have been constructed
to perform acceptably over a wide range of possible circumstances, and knowing more about the
particular situation encountered may enable construction of strategies which are better suited to
the case at hand. Thus rather than viewing activities as the result of a sequential process in
which one first plans and then executes, we view the process more as depicted in Figure 1, which
indicates planning and replanning interleaved with each other and with ongoing execution and
observation actions. In this model of the plan construction process, the planner and replanner
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Figure 1: An integrated planning, replanning, and execution system.

continually evaluate and revise the existing plan in light of what happens in the world. The
distinction between planning and replanning is that the latter uses the existing plan to focus
attention on a restricted set of decisions about actions to be performed. The tight coupling of
the planning and replanning modules is indicative of the strong interactions between their designs.
Knowledge about the capability of the replanner dictates where planning effort should be spent
anticipating particular contingencies, and the replanner requires reciprocal access to the planner’s
reasons for adopting the current strategy in order to intelligently adapt it for changing situations.

There are two central decisions surrounding the replanning process. First, given the information
accrued during plan execution, which remaining parts of the original plan should be salvaged and
in what ways should other parts be changed? Incremental modification is more efficient than
wholesale replanning, but a restriction to local changes can compromise the value of the revised
plan. Second, to what extent should the planner attempt to avoid the need for replanning by
anticipating contingencies and providing for them in the original plan? Contingency planning
improves the capacity for response when replanning time is limited, but the return on investment
rapidly diminishes as the likelihood of particular contingencies decreases.

To replan effectively in crisis situations, replanning must be incremental , so that it modifies
only the portions of the plan actually affected by the changes. Incremental replanning first involves
localizing the potential changes or conflicts by identifying the subset of the extant beliefs and plans
in which they occur. It then involves choosing which of the identified beliefs and plans to keep and
which to change. For greatest efficiency, the choices of what portion of the plan to revise and how to
revise it should be based on coherent expectations about and preferences among the consequences
of different alternatives so as to be rational in the sense of decision theory.
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2 Rational planning and replanning

According to decision theory, a choice is rational if it is of maximal expected utility among all
alternatives. But planning and replanning involve at least two different sorts of decisions, and
applying the standard of rationality to each yields different notions. The fundamental distinction is
that between result rationality and process rationality. Rationality of result measures how efficiently
the plan achieves specified objectives. Complementing this, rationality of process measures how
efficiently the planner expends its efforts in constructing the plan, that is, the efficiency of the
operation of the combined planning/replanning system. While most investigations of planning
have focused on one or the other, both elements are essential to the overall rationality of the
planning system.

Making any process rational is not easy, for straightforward mechanizations of decision-theoretic
definitions can require more information than is available and more computation than is feasible
to use that information. Sophisticated mechanizations are more tractable, but the main tool for
achieving rationality in reasoning is to distinguish between explicit and implicit rationality in
processes. Computational mechanisms may calculate and compare expected utilities in order to
make explicitly rational choices. Explicit rational choice promises to be most useful in guiding
some of the larger meta-level decisions about whether to replan globally or incrementally, and in
choosing which contingencies call for planned responses. For the more numerous small decisions
that arise, however, explicitly representing and calculating expected utilities may not be worth the
cost. Instead, the more useful approach is to apply non-decision-theoretic reasoning mechanisms
whose results may be justified as rational by separate decision-theoretic analyses. Such mechanisms
may be viewed as “compiling” the results of explicit rational analysis into directly applicable forms.
Each of these ways of implementing rationality is best in some circumstances, since compilation is
not always possible or worthwhile.

Examples of implicitly rational procedures abound in AI under the name of heuristics. For
instance, the “status quo optimality” heuristic [29, Section 6.4.1] constrains the set of possible
revisions under the assumption that the current plan is optimal. In particular, the replanner need
only respond to the specific changes. A related example is application of the basic theorem of
optimization that says that if the only change is a tightening of constraints, the currently optimal
plan remains optimal if it remains feasible. Another example, of somewhat different character,
is provided by the assumptions made by nonmonotonic default rules. These rules for coming
to assumptions are important forms of heuristics. Though algorithms for determining sets of
conclusions from default rules do not involve any explicit rationality calculations, the conclusions
drawn can be shown to be Pareto optimal sets, that is, rational choices of conclusions when the
default rules are interpreted as preferences over states of belief [8, 11]. Viewed this way, default
rules encode compiled preferences, and mechanisms for deriving sets of conclusions from default
rules constitute an example of an implicitly rational choice mechanism.

Process rationality enters the task of planning in numerous ways. For example, in the develop-
ment of a plan, contingency plans should be included only when the expected utility of preparing
them is sufficiently great: if the contingency is likely to occur and if the costs of developing it
in advance are less than the costs of constructing it under the tighter constraints existing while
executing the enclosing plan. Similarly, a portion of a large plan should be revised only if, given the
new information, the expected costs and benefits of identifying which plan elements need revising
outweigh those expected for either using the original portion or replanning from scratch.

Making these judgments requires information about the likelihoods, costs, and benefits of dif-
ferent sorts of contingencies and planning responses. This includes the likelihood of specific con-
tingencies arising, their importance if they do arise, and the costs of planning for them; similarly,
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the likelihood of one part of the plan being affected by changes in another, the importance of those
changes, and the costs of determining and effecting them.

While many of the likelihoods involved in planning derive from the specifications of the task,
the costs and benefits of reasoning steps involved in planning are functions of the underlying
representational and reasoning architecture. The theory of computation supplies some abstract
notions of computational costs, such as worst-case time and space taken by Turing machines.
However, significant differences in reasoning time and space can be lost in the translation to Turing
machines, and the worst case is not the only one of interest. Use of the theory of rational decisions
effectively in making judgments about plan revision requires realistic measures of computational
costs and benefits appropriate to the particular architecture of the planner, as well as expectations
appropriate to the domain of planning. Our development of the planning architecture attempts to
make formalization and estimation of these measures more direct.

Most treatments of decision theory focus on single decisions. Those that treat decisions over
time usually assume that the preferences of the decision-maker remain constant (or change little)
over the interval in question. But such assumptions are inappropriate to many situations of re-
planning within large-scale activities. Due to the scope of the activities, it is unrealistic to expect
human planners and authorities guiding the activities to be able to articulate all their preferences
in advance. In addition, wars and other extended activities significantly increase the likelihood that
some of the authorities in question will be replaced, either through death, discharge, coups or elec-
tions. In such settings, a replanning system must be prepared to accept changes to its preferences
as well as changes in more “objective” information. Accordingly, we seek to make replanning truly
flexible, accommodating changes in any element of information, including the problem specification,
background knowledge, and preferences.

3 Reason maintenance for incremental replanning

Replanning in an incremental and local manner requires that the planning procedures routinely
identify the assumptions made during planning and connect plan elements with these assumptions,
so that replanning may seek to change only those portions of a plan dependent upon assumptions
brought into question by new information. Consequently, the problem of revising plans to account
for changed conditions has much in common with the problem of revising beliefs in light of new
information. In both cases, one must determine which existing beliefs or plans conflict with the
new information, on what these existing beliefs or plans depend, and what gaps in plans or beliefs
appear as the revisions or updates are made. That is, one must localize the potential changes or
conflicts by identifying the subset of the extant beliefs and plans in which they occur. Similarly,
both belief revision and plan revision involve choosing which of the identified beliefs and plans to
keep and which to change. In addition, the problem of providing for contingencies has much in
common with the problem of choosing rules for reasoning by default, for both involve setting up
primary plans or beliefs and the secondary plans or beliefs to use when the primary ones are not
applicable.

The standard approach to belief revision, backtracking, and default reasoning is to use a reason
maintenance system (RMS) to connect original information with derived conclusions and assump-
tions. Reason maintenance may be used in a similar way to revise plans as well as beliefs by
indicating the dependence of plans on beliefs and on other plans, thus indicating the relevant por-
tions for revision and the conflicts between prior plans and new circumstances. This possibility
was, in fact, one of the original motivations for reason maintenance systems (see [4, 5]). However,
to employ reason maintenance techniques as integral parts of the replanning process requires re-
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assessing and rethinking most of the architectures for reason maintenance developed previously, for
these architectures do not make rational choices, they do not distribute effort, and they do not fit
cleanly into existing methods and architectures for planning.

3.1 The traditional conception of reason maintenance

In the traditional conception, a reason maintenance system acts as a subsystem of a more gen-
eral system for reasoning. It revises the database states of the overall system by using records
of inferences or computations to trace the consequences of initial changes. By keeping track of
what information has been computed from what, such it reconstructs the information “derivable”
from given information. Although we find it convenient to think of these bits of information and
derivations as beliefs and arguments, one may apply reason maintenance more generally to all sorts
of computational or mental structures, including intentions, preferences, and other plan elements.

For concreteness, we describe the structure of the particular reason maintenance system RMS
developed by the author [5]. We may formalize its essential features as follows, simplifying its
complex actual structure in ways that do not matter for the present discussion. (See [6, 7, 11] for
more detailed discussions.) States of RMS contain two types of elements: nodes and reasons. We
write N to denote the set of possible nodes, and R to denote the set of possible reasons. RMS
uses nodes to represent information (beliefs, desires, rules, procedures, database elements, etc.) of
significance to the overall reasoning system, but those “external” meanings have no bearing on the
“internal” operation of RMS. RMS uses reasons to represent inferences, or more precisely, specific
inference rules. Because nodes need not represent beliefs, RMS imposes no logic on nodes. Instead,
the only relations among nodes are those indicated explicitly by reasons. These may, if desired,
encode logical relations directly. In the simplest setting, no nodes are reasons, so that each state
consists of a set N ⊆ N of nodes and a set R ⊆ R of reasons.1 We say that each node in N is in

(the set of beliefs), and that each node in N \ N is out (of the set of beliefs).
The original RMS provided two types of reasons: support-list reasons and conditional-proof

reasons. For simplicity, we will ignore conditional-proof reasons and assume that all reasons are
support-list reasons. Each support-list reason takes the form (I,O, c) where I,O ⊆ N and c ∈ N .
The components I, O and c are called the inlist, the outlist, and the consequent, respectively. We
call the reason monotonic if O is empty, and nonmonotonic otherwise. Each reason is interpreted
as a rule stipulating inferences the RMS must make, according to which the consequent holds if all
of the nodes in the inlist are held and none of the nodes in the outlist are held. Adding a reason of
the form ({}, {}, c) makes c a premise or basic belief; adding a monotonic reason with a nonempty
inlist corresponds to adding an ordinary argument step, and adding a nonmonotonic reason lets
RMS adopt a belief as an assumption.

A state (N,R) is a legal state of RMS just in case N consists exactly of the grounded conse-
quences of the reasons R, that is, N satisfies every reason in R and if every node in N is supported
by a noncircular argument from the valid reasons in R. Formally, (N,R) is a legal state just in
case

1. If (I,O, c) ∈ R, I ⊆ N , and N ∩ O = ∅, then c ∈ N ; and

2. If n ∈ N , then there is a finite sequence 〈n0, . . . , nm〉 of elements of N ∪R such that n = nm

and for each i ≤ m, either ni ∈ R, or there is some j < i such that

1It is easy to construct theories in which reasons are nodes themselves, and so may support other reasons. In
such theories, one may express all reasons as defeasible reasons and express all changes of belief through addition of
reasons. See [7] for details.
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(a) nj = (I,O, ni),

(b) for each x ∈ I, x = nk for some k < j, and

(c) x /∈ N for each x ∈ O.

Each set of reasons supports 0 or more legal states. For example, {({x}, {x}, x)} supports none,
{({}, {}, x)} supports one, and {({}, {x}, y), ({}, {y}, x)} supports two if x 6= y.

Whenever the reasoner adds or deletes reasons, RMS updates the set of nodes to produce a
new legal state. Because a single set of reasons may support any of several sets of nodes, these
updates involve choices. The original RMS update algorithm was designed to attempt to update
states conservatively. That is, if one takes the current state (N,R) and modifies R to obtain R′,
RMS should choose a new legal state (N ′, R′) with a set of nodes N ′ as close as possible to the
current set N . More precisely, RMS should choose N ′ so that for any other legal state (N ′′, R′),
neither N 4 N ′′ ⊆ N 4 N ′ nor N 4 N ′ ⊆ N 4 N ′′ holds, where 4 denotes symmetric difference
(X 4 Y = (X \ Y )∪ (Y \X)). Due to the difficulty of quickly computing this form of conservative
updates, however, RMS only approximated conservative updates. Reason maintenance systems
developed later use simpler notions of conservatism which may be computed more rapidly (see, for
example, [19, 23].

The RMS also supports the operation of the dependency-directed backtracking (DDB) system,
which attempts to defeat assumptions underlying those nodes identified as contradictions. Now
consistency does not matter to RMS in adding or deleting reasons; instead, the basic operations of
RMS only maintain coherence of reasons and nodes. (Many discussions of reason maintenance mis-
represent the truth by claiming that RMS maintains consistency of beliefs. This misrepresentation
may stem from the somewhat misleading role of logical consistency in nonmonotonic logic [20].)
Since RMS has no knowledge of the meanings of nodes, the reasoner must tell it which nodes repre-
sent contradictions. RMS, in turn, informs DDB whenever a contradiction node becomes believed,
at which point the backtracker attempts to defeat the arguments supporting the contradiction node
by defeating assumptions underlying those arguments. DDB never attempts to remove reasons or
premises, only to defeat nonmonotonic assumptions. If the argument for the contradiction node
does not depend on any of these (i.e., it consists entirely of monotonic reasons), DDB leaves the
contradiction node in place as a continuing belief.

Just as RMS seeks to minimize changes through its incremental update algorithm, DDB seeks
to effect minimal revisions in choosing which assumption to defeat. Specifically, the backtracker
defeats only “maximal” assumptions that do not depend on other assumptions. This means, in
effect, that DDB topologically sorts the beliefs supporting the contradiction node by viewing the
reasons comprising the supporting argument as a directed hypergraph. The maximally-positioned
assumptions in this ordering of beliefs then constitute the candidates for defeat. The backtracker
then chooses one of these assumptions and defeats the reason supporting the chosen assumption
by providing a new reason for one of the nodes in its outlist. The new defeating reason is entirely
monotonic, and expresses the inconsistency of the chosen assumption with the other maximal
assumptions and with other maximally-ordered beliefs in the contradiction node’s support. The
actual procedure is fairly complex, and we do not attempt to formalize it here.

3.2 Rational reason maintenance

Essentially all the choices made by traditional RMSs are irrational since they are made without
reference to any preferential information about what choices are better than others. The most
obvious decisions concern backtracking: whether observed conflicts warrant resolution and if so,
which assumption (maximal or otherwise) to retract in order to resolve them. Approaches to each
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of these decisions play prominent roles in the design of different reason maintenance systems. But
if we are to achieve the efficiency required for revising large plans, reason maintenance must be
redesigned to make these choices rationally whenever possible. Accordingly, we developed formal
foundations for the theory of rational belief revision [9, 10]. But to really achieve efficiency, the
RMS must do more than choose rationally among assumptions in backtracking. It must in addition
be much more incremental than the original architectures, which were based on making unbounded
(potentially global) optimizing computations that in some cases may reconsider the status of every

item in the plan and knowledge base, even though very few of these statuses may change as the re-
sult of the revision. Put another way, the original systems maintain global coherence (propositions
are believed if and only if there is a valid argument for them) and global groundedness (all believed
propositions have a well-founded argument from premises). While these unbounded computations
are manageable in relatively small knowledge bases, they are infeasible for use in systems manipu-
lating very large plans. Instead of global computations, the RMS must control how much effort is
spent on revision and trade off coherence and groundedness for time or other resources. Specifically,
it must be able to decide whether the benefits of updating some arguments or consequences justify
the costs of updating them.

3.3 Distributed reason maintenance

To make the RMS amenable to rational control, we divide the knowledge base into parts, called
locales, each of which may be revised or preserved separately. Each locale of this distributed RMS
contains its own set of beliefs and plans (as well as other information) corresponding to different
elements and purposes of the overall plan or to different dimensions of structure (hierarchical ab-
straction, overlapping views, spatial separation, temporal separation, flow of material and informa-
tion, etc.). Decomposition of knowledge in this way is a familiar element of many representational
schemes (e.g., those based on Minsky’s [21] original frame-systems idea). The use of locality in
planning is illustrated most explicitly by the encapsulation mechanisms of Lansky’s [18] gemplan

system.
Along with the general desire for incrementality, there are several additional reasons for dis-

tributing reason maintenance across different processors. In the first place, the information and
effort required may be too great to store or perform on a single machine. In managing very large
activities, for example, the most effective representations may spread information across machines
or storage media of different speeds and access times (e.g., disk storage, large spatial separations).
Even when the information resides on a single processor, the most convenient representation may
be a modular, distributed organization as described above. But more generally, the information
and actions involved in some task may be naturally distributed. For example, the necessary infor-
mation may come from geographically separated sensors or databases. If communication is either
unreliable or costly, effective action may require on-site processing. Similarly, there may be numer-
ous people or devices carrying out parts of the task. For example, in the task of operating a large
manufacturing complex, plans are executed by line or cell managers acting independently except
as coordinated by the plan. When changes occur, at least some of the changes in plan must be
determined by the line or cell managers, since the complex manager will not be able to keep track
of all of the activities or to respond quickly enough. Because authority is delegated and distributed,
reactions to deviations may be completely decentralized and uncoordinated.

In addition, distributed revisions may be valuable because different beliefs and plans may serve
different purposes. These purposes may dictate careful maintenance of some beliefs and more casual
maintenance of others. A common case of this arises when reasoning is accomplished by different
subsystems operating at different rates. Even if they share a common database, it is often natural
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to view each subsystem as having distinct inputs, outputs, and local state. In this setting, different
rates of inference or action in the subsystems call for differing treatment of the information in
computing updates and checking support in the locales used by the subsystems. For example,
outputs which change rapidly compared with how often they are used as inputs need not demand
reconsideration of consequences each time they change. Instead, it may be much more efficient
to leave the consequences untouched and to have the consuming subsystem recheck the support
immediately prior to use—and then only if the risks of unjustified action are great enough. In many
cases, we may expect that the success of the overall plan will not be adversely affected if the beliefs
in the locale of one subsystem about plans involving some distant subsystem are mistaken.

For example, suppose one part of a manufacturing plan calls for receiving parts from San Diego
at Los Angeles and then flying them to Detroit. If local difficulties promise to delay the parts from
San Diego, the origination portions of the plan might be revised to reroute similar parts in San
Francisco to Los Angeles. As long as this plan patch attaches appropriate shipping orders for the
Los Angeles authorities, there is no need to notify them in advance about the change in plans.
Indeed, if the origination plans change several times (say from San Diego to San Francisco, back to
San Diego, etc.), notifying Los Angeles in advance just leads to wasted effort in revising the latter
portion of the plan.

3.4 The new conception of reason maintenance

Making reason maintenance rational and distributed in these ways has major implications for
the relationship of the RMS to systems using it. The original RMS architectures make reason
maintenance the base-level stratum upon which all other reasoning procedures are erected. To
enable belief revision, one must encode every bit of information that might change in reasons and
tell these reasons to the RMS (cf. [25, 28]). This can present an excessive burden, as manifest by
the observation that the RMSs supplied in expert system shells all too often go unused. If one must
apply it to every step of reasoning, at every level down to the smallest inference, reason maintenance
becomes a demanding duty rather than a flexible service to use or ignore as appropriate. To
integrate existing application tools and systems that do not use reason maintenance into AI systems
that do, the RMS must be able to use other databases and processes to effect its revisions. In
particular, the RMS must be able to treat external databases as the authorities about certain
beliefs, and it must be able to operate even though other processes may be changing these databases
independently of the RMS. This makes the RMS just one of a set of distributed databases.

In such a setting, the purpose of the RMS is to maintain a description of the overall system’s
state of belief that is as good as possible given the reasoner’s purposes and resources. This de-
scription may be approximate, partial, or imperfect, and it may be improved by performing further
computation as the resources supplied to the RMS increase. As with the original architectures, the
RMS still provides explanations, a way of answering hypothetical questions, and a way of main-
taining coherence, groundedness, and consistency (given enough resources and information), but
its primary purpose is to enable the reuse of past computations in whole or in part without having
to repeat the possibly lengthy searches that went into constructing their results. That is, we view
reasons as information about past computations or conditions which may be used to reconstruct
results in changed circumstances, either exactly or in modified form (as in derivational analogy [2]
or case-based reasoning). Treating reasons as aids to recomputation is in marked contrast with the
traditional use of reasons as rigid requirements that belief states must satisfy instead of as informa-
tion which may be used or ignored as suits the reasoner’s purposes. Naturally, in this setting the
RMS is not expected to determine completely and accurately what the system believes. Instead,
it only offers a theory of what the overall system believes—an “autoepistemic” theory, in the sense
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of Moore [22], but not necessarily a complete or correct one.
Given this purpose, the basic operation of the RMS is to record reasons and other information,

and, when so instructed, to revise beliefs in accordance with the expectations and preferences
supplied by the reasoner. Put another way, the default operation of the RMS is to ignore the
information it records until it is told to revise beliefs, and then to revise them only as far as can
be justified by purposes of the reasoner. In the absence of more specific instructions, the default
revision is trivial, simply adding the new reasons and their immediate conclusions to the belief set.
Thus without explicit instructions, the RMS does not propagate changes, does not ensure beliefs
are grounded, and does not automatically backtrack to remove inconsistencies. We do not require
that all inference be rationally controlled. Some amount of automatic inference is acceptable if it
represents strictly bounded amounts of processing.

To give some structure to RMS operations, we define revision instructions relative to the locales
of the knowledge base. These instructions may indicate that changes should propagate within the
locale containing the belief, or to its neighbors, or globally; or that all beliefs in the locale should be
grounded with respect to the locale, with respect to its neighbors, or globally; or that backtracking
should be confined to the locale, or should look further afield for assumptions to change.

Reasons ordinarily supply only partial information in that the reasoner need not register all
inferences with the RMS. In the extreme case, the external reasoners may command the RMS
to simply believe some proposition, independent of reasons. This corresponds to the “revision”
operation in philosophical treatments of belief revision [14]. Because of this partiality, the RMS
will sometimes be unable to track all the consequences of all beliefs. Although knowledge is usually
preferable to ignorance, this incompleteness of the beliefs of the RMS need not be detrimental
since the underlying knowledge and inferences of the reasoner are incomplete anyway. Moreover,
these consequences may not influence the reasoner’s actions, in which case all effort expended in
recording them would be wasted. The only discipline required of the reasoner is that any inferences
that will not be performed by some other agency and that cannot be determined after the fact
during backtracking should be described to the RMS.

Correspondingly, reasons may be incorrect in the RMS. That is, the reasoner may use a reason
to describe the result of a computation, but may leave out some underlying assumptions. The
result is a reason that is valid when those unstated assumptions hold, but which may be invalid
otherwise. Incorrect reasons can be very troublesome in the traditional architectures, since they
would be enforced as requirements on the state of belief, but they need not cause special problems
in the new conception. Since the RMS may obey or ignore reasons depending on its instructions
and experience, all reasons are implicitly defeasible. Thus incorrect reasons pose no problems not
already present in explicitly defeasible nonmonotonic reasons.

Just as reasons may be incomplete, so may be the theories of mental states constructed from
them, since if reasons are ignored, their consequences will not be believed. More generally, the
RMS makes it possible to vary how many conclusions are drawn from reasons. For example, the
system will ordinarily use reasons to construct a single global set of beliefs, as in the original
conception. But for some specific sets of reasons, say those corresponding to a circumscribed
problem, the RMS may determine all consistent sets of beliefs as in the ATMS [3]. Alternatively,
only some consistent interpretations may be constructed, such as those maximal in some order (as
in preferential nonmonotonic logics [27]). In general, the aim is to use the recorded reasons to draw
as many conclusions as the reasoner needs.

One consequence of the incompleteness and incorrectness of reasons is that beliefs of the system
may be inconsistent in routine operation. The overall set of beliefs may exhibit inconsistencies by
including conflicting beliefs from different locales. Ordinarily the specialized beliefs corresponding
to specific problems or subjects will be represented in locales that are internally consistent, but the
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RMS need not be forced to keep all these locales consistent with each other. But inconsistency can
arise even within a locale if too little inference is specified.

Another consequence is that the beliefs of the system may not be fully grounded. In the first
place, the set of beliefs may be so large as to make global groundedness too costly. More fundamen-
tally, large sets of beliefs always contain interderivable sets of propositions—alternative definitions
provide the most common example—and which of these sets to choose as axioms can depend on the
specific reasoning task being addressed. For example, the standard definition of nonplanar graphs
is best for some purposes (e.g., teaching the concept), but Kuratowski’s characterization is best for
other purposes (e.g., recognition algorithms). Thus lack of global groundedness need not be cause
for alarm. Ordinarily, however, specialized locales corresponding to specific problems will be kept
grounded in the axioms formulating these problems. The system of beliefs can thus be thought of
as “islands” of groundedness floating in a sea of ungrounded beliefs.

Since reasons merely record some of the inferential history of the reasoner, they do not by
themselves determine whether consequences are updated or supports are checked. Instead, to
make these decisions the RMS uses annotations supplied by the reasoner which give instructions,
expectations, and preferences about alternative courses of action. These include specification of
the conditions under which the RMS should pursue consequences and check support. For example,
local propagation may be expressed as processing changes within the locale containing the changed
belief, but not externally. Alternatively, changes might be communicated to neighboring locales
(with or without local propagation). Other regimes are possible too, including the extreme of
propagating the change globally. Similarly, the annotations may indicate to persist in believing the
proposition without reevaluating the supporting reason, to check that the reason is not invalidated
by beliefs within the containing locale, or to check validity with respect to external beliefs. We
have developed in [7] and [11] a formalization of this more general framework of reason maintenance
that permits local variability of consequential import, groundedness, and other properties of RMS
states.

It is this limited scope, variety, and fine grain of RMS operations, that makes RMS choices
(which reasons to use in reconstructing results, whether to propagate changes, whether to ground
a conclusion, and whether to backtrack) amenable to rational control. For decisions about up-
dating consequences and checking support, it is important that the individual operations be well-
characterized computationally. Domain knowledge of probabilities and preferences should also be
reflected in the revision policies. Because such information is not always available, the architecture
provides default choices for each of these classes of decisions. Each domain may override these with
other defaults that are more appropriate in its specific area. These default choices are then used
whenever there is no evidence that a decision requires special treatment.

4 Implementation concepts

We implemented a prototype of the new RMS in CLOS, the Common Lisp Object System. In this
section, we describe the primary structures and operations of the implementation.

4.1 RMS

The RMS consists of a set of locales, a set of procedures for operating on locales, and a set of
mechanisms for communicating with the external world. This organization is displayed in Figure
2. Some of the locales contained in the RMS are persistent, that is, constitute permanent (or at
least long-term) representations evolving over time. But other locales are ephemeral, constructed
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Figure 2: The organization of a reason maintenance server.

by the RMS during revision processes that expect to take some time to finish and seek to make no
changes in the persistent structures until their computations are complete.

4.2 Locales

Locales, in turn, consist of sets of nodes and information about nodes, principally reasons and
stipulations. Locales represent contexts of reasoning, so in principle they should be organized
hierarchically, with some locales having sublocales, etc. In the present architecture, however, this
hierarchy is flattened, as the communication protocols among locales is the same whether they are
related to each other or not, so locales have no explicit sublocales. Figure 3 displays the organization
of a locale. Currently the incoming message queues of locales are trivial, as since the actions are
all fairly trivial (as explained below, they presently include only reason and stipulation creation
and status change signals), there is no compelling reason not to just execute them directly. More
general versions should reinstate the organization used in our original implementation, in which
these queues are nontrivial agendas. With such an organization, the locales and RMS processing
sites bear some resemblance to the LMC architecture developed to good effect by Pollack et al.

[24].

4.3 Nodes

Nodes consist of both information about the relations between the node and external objects,
locales, and other nodes, and information about this relational information itself.

The first purpose of a node is to denote some object, in most cases external to the the locale
and the RMS. This object is called the original or referent of the node.

The node also records three lists of relations holding between the node and other nodes. The
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Figure 3: The operational structure of RMS locales.

list of the node’s dependencies indicates a set (possibly empty) of dependencies that depend on the
node in some way; the list of the node’s determiners indicates relations that potentially determine
the status of the node; and the node’s determiner, if the node is in, indicates the element of the
list of determiners that the RMS identifies as determining the status of the node. If the node is
out, there is no identified determiner.

The node has two binary flags which indicate both whether its referent is included in the current
view provided by the locale, and whether this inclusion is correct or possibly incorrect. The first
flag is the support label, which is either in or out, meaning that the referent is either in or out of
the current view provided by the node’s locale. The second flag is the label status, which is either
certain or uncertain, meaning that the support label correctly reflects the support provided by the
determiners or may not correctly reflect the support provided by the determiners. In the original
RMS, of course, the support label was in if and only if the node had a valid determiner, but in the
new RMS, the possibility of incomplete updates means that a node can be in even if no determiner
is valid, and can be be out even if some determiner is valid. (It is worth noting that even the original
RMS employed the label status flag, but only during revision computations; control was passed
back to the external system using the RMS only after all support labels had been determined with
certainty.)

One other binary flag is used to mark those nodes that should not be included in current views.
Nodes so marked are called contradictions after the familiar logical notion of a statement that
should not be held. This nomenclature is somewhat misleading in the RMS, however, as nodes so
marked need not even represent beliefs; instead, they are simply things that should not be made
part of the view represented by a locale.

The RMS also provides for one important type of node, namely propositions. These may be
used to stand for logical propositions, and differ from other nodes only in that they have an
associated negation, which is another node (in fact, also a proposition) representing the negation
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of the proposition node.

4.4 Reasons and Stipulations

We use the term dependency to mean any records stored by the RMS of relationships holding among
nodes. These include the records stored with a node as the node’s dependencies and determiners.
In their most general form, dependencies are nondirectional and nonspecific; they serve mainly as
an indication of relevance rather than as specific directives to action. The implementation of the
RMS provides a hierarchy of subtypes of dependencies, as detailed below, but makes substantial
use of only two subtypes at present: support-list reasons, which indicate nonmonotonic argument
or derivational steps, and stipulations, which indicate observations or communications from outside
the node’s locale.

There are two main subtypes of dependencies: determiners and influences. A determiner is a
dependency that determines status labels of one or more nodes, while an influence is somewhat
more general and indicates that a set of antecedent nodes influence a set of consequence nodes in
some way. Neither of these main subtypes is used directly; instead, the RMS really exploits more
special subtypes of each.

The subtypes of determiners provided by the RMS are as follows:

• A node-determiner is a dependency that determines a single node’s status.

• A reason is a node determiner that provides a reason for the node. There are several types
of reasons. Each reason has a defeating node, which if in makes the reason invalid.

• A SL-reason (or support-list reason) is a reason that expresses support in terms of two lists
of nodes, an inlist and an outlist, and is valid just in case each node of the inlist is in and
each node of the outlist is out.

• A CP-reason (or conditional-proof reason) is a reason that expresses support in terms of the
derivability or arguability of one node from others, as in a conditional proof or hypothetical.
The current RMS implementation permits these to be defined, but does not process them at
present, as they significantly increase the complexity of the algorithms.

• A stipulation is a node-determiner that simply stipulates the label of a node, providing no
reason.

• A clause is a determiner indicating that at least one member of a list of proposition nodes
must be in. This is intended to be used roughly in the ways one uses disjunctive clauses in
logical reasoning.

As noted above, the prototype implementation concentrates on SL-reasons and stipulations, and
provides only incomplete handling for the other types of determiners.

The main form of influences used in the RMS at present are signals, which effect communications
among locales within an RMS, and communication between an RMS and external systems. The
RMS and systems using the RMS associate with each type of signal a procedures that performs the
appropriate signalling action (possibly conditional, possibly null) when invoked by the RMS. The
subtypes of signals provided by the RMS are as follows:

• Tell signals are invoked by the RMS whenever new information is provided to the RMS. At
present, two specific sorts of tell signals are defined. These indicate the addition of new
determiner information, namely the addition of a new stipulation or a new reason.
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• Ask signals are invoked by the RMS whenever information is asked of the RMS. The present
implementation provides no specific uses of these signals.

• The signals most exploited in the current implementation are relabeling signals, which are
used, as in the original RMS, to signal the changes in node information following the execution
of relabeling procedures. The principal specific types signal changes in a node’s support label:
recalling signals indicate a change from out to in, while forgetting signals indicate a change
from in to out. The RMS also provides a more general signal of conditions. Each condition
signal includes a condition (expressed as a Lisp predicate) that determines the need to execute
the signal.

As noted above, at present the main signals exploited in the RMS are the recalling and forgetting
signals.

We define a number of relationships among nodes in terms of their support labels and their
dependencies. The basic relations are those of antecedents, supporting nodes, consequences, and
affected consequences, which are defined appropriately for each specific type of dependency. The
antecedents, as one might expect, are all the nodes directly entering into the evaluation of the
dependency, and the consequences are the nodes directly affected by a determiner or influence.
The supporting nodes are the antecedents that actually determine the validity of the node, given
the current support labelings, and the affected consequences are the consequences for which the
node in question is a supporting node (i.e., enters into its determiner). The other relationships
are defined in mainly in terms of these basic ones. The believed consequences (admittedly a poor
name) consist of the affected consequences that are in; the repercussions are found by taking the
transitive closure of the believed consequences; the foundations are found by taking the transitive
closure of the antecedents; and the ancestors are found as the transitive closure of the supporting
nodes.

We also distinguish two types of nodes based on their determiners. We say that premises

are nodes that are in with no antecedents, and that assumptions are nodes that are in and have
supporting nodes that are out. Ordinarily, we ignore the reason-specific defeater nodes included
in reasons in making these distinctions. From these two distinctions, we may further identify the
premises and assumptions supporting a node, in the sense of appearing in the node’s ancestors.

Finally, as an aid to determining the currency of information, each dependency is marked with
the time it was told to the RMS. Further, each node is marked both with the time its label was
last checked and with the time of its latest determiner, so that the label status of a node updated
prior to its most recent determiner is prima facie uncertain. Similarly, locales are marked with the
time of their last update, and with the time of the most recent determiners provided to any of their
nodes.

4.5 RMS procedures

The basic locale procedure is one which relabels a set of nodes; the wider variety of locale procedures
consist primarily in different ways of selecting different sets of nodes for relabeling.

The main steps of the relabeling procedure are as follows:

• First, identify the nodes to be relabeled and create an ephemeral locale mirroring them.

• Second, find all support labels determined by stipulations.

• Third, find all support labels determined by reasons.

• Fourth, install all these support labels and the corresponding determiners.
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• Fifth, execute all relabeling signals for these nodes.

We describe each of these steps in turn, starting with the second, and describe the first step last.
The method by which labels are determined from stipulations may vary from node to node.

In general, one should use the most recent stipulations, but these may conflict. Each node may
indicate a different function for reconciling its stipulations in cases in which they conflict, but
so that nodes need not always indicate such a function, each locale may indicate a function for
reconciling stipulations for its nodes. If neither the node nor its locale indicate such functions,
the RMS default method is used, which is just to use the first stipulation recorded among the
stipulations with the most recent dates. (We allow that several different pieces of information may
arrive at the same time, and do not assume that the RMS has a general means to serialize these
incoming messages.) An alternative method provided is more conservative, and simply retains the
current support label when the latest stipulations conflict in the labels they specify.

The method by which labels are determined from reasons is akin to traditional methods for
reason maintenance; a search for admissible labelings using the reasons as constraints on the labels
assigned to nodes. The current implementation uses a very simple search derived from the algorithm
used by the original RMS.

The prototype RMS installs the results of its revisions by simply setting the support label and
determiners of the nodes it has examined to the newly determined values. One can contemplate
more refined methods for the distributed asynchronous environment in which the RMS first checks
to see if any of these nodes have received new labels or information in the intervening time, and
then treats these nodes differently, but such more refined methods remain to be studied.

The RMS executes the relabeling signals by evaluating the conditions appropriate to all signals
attached to nodes under revision and then executing the associated signalling procedures for all
signals with valid conditions.

As stated previously, one of the main aims for the new RMS is to avoid the approach taken in
the original RMS and to make more informed decisions about whether new information calls for
revisions, and the extent of these revisions if so. The new RMS makes first steps towards addressing
this aim by providing an array of revision procedures as alternatives to the revision-extent decision.
These alternative revision procedures are as follows:

• The simplest procedure revises a single node. This amounts to simply reconsidering its current
set of determiners and resetting it support label to the labeling justified by these determiners.
The signals attached to the node, if any, are then executed. This simplest procedure takes
little time, and often is all that is needed, especially for providing an initial labeling for newly
created nodes receiving their first reason or stipulation. However, if used to the exclusion of
more comprehensive methods, it produces locales with somewhat incoherent labelings.

• A similar procedure revises a given set of nodes. The only difference is that in this case the
ephemeral locale contains the given set rather than just one node.

• The next simplest procedure revises an entire locale. This is done by giving all the nodes of
the locale to the node-set relabling procedure just described.

• The original RMS relabled only the affected consequences of single nodes, and the new RMS
provides corresponding capabilities in procedures that revise either the immediate, the local,
or the global consequences of sets of nodes. In the immediate procedure, the RMS collects up
only the immediate consequences of the initial nodes; in the local procedures, only the affected
consequences that exist within the same locales as the initial nodes; and in the global proce-
dures, the RMS collects up all affected consequences, chaining through all locales if necessary.
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One of the more interesting avenues for extension of the RMS involves developing incremen-
tal versions of such procedures that make informed node-by-node decisions about whether to
pursue consequences further. This would provide a large spectrum of possible consequential
revision operations instead of the three provided in the prototype implementation.

• Since the original RMS always presented well-founded arguments for all labelings, it only
needed to revise the antecedents of nodes when contradictions were discovered that required
removing some of the grounds for holding a contradiction node. But in the new approach,
in which labelings need not be completely coherent, it is necessary to provide means by
which the support for a node can be verified prior to using the node to take significant
actions. Accordingly, the final class of relabeling procedures provided by the new RMS
revise either the immediate, local, or global antecedents of an initial set of nodes, with these
variations involving distinctions exactly like the immediate, local, and global consequences
just discussed.

In addition to relabeling or update procedures, the RMS provides a variety of other procedures
as follows:

• The tell procedures provide means for providing information to the RMS. These procedures
may be used to create new locales, nodes, reasons, or stipulations, and to mark nodes as
contradictions.

• The ask procedures provide means for obtaining information from the RMS. These procedures
may be used to retrieve the support label, label status, determiner, and the nodes standing
in any of the derived relationships (antecedents, consequences, etc.) to a given node.

• The backtracking procedures provide the RMS the ability to attempt to make specific contra-
diction nodes out.

5 Market-guided reason maintenance

The new RMS described above provides the means for making partial revisions to information and
views distributed throughout interconnected locales, but does not itself provide guidance about
which revisions to effect. In this section, we discuss the approach of using artificial markets to
allocate effort for distributed revisions and replanning, and extend the basic RMS to a market-
guided RMS.

5.1 Market allocation of resources

Efficient allocation of resources constitutes an important special case of both result and process
rationality. In transportation planning, for example, efficient allocation of transportation resources
to transportation tasks constitutes result rationality, while efficient allocation of planning resources
to solving competing transportation problems constitutes process rationality. Such competition
between planning problems occurs frequently. Large-scale activities usually involve several organi-
zations or authorities, each placing demands on its own and other resources, and these competing
organizations often generate internal competitions as well, as they distribute information and au-
thority, both geographically (different theaters of operation or manufacturing or clinic locations)
and functionally (special-purpose databases and departments), in order to satisfy legal, regulatory,
privacy, reliability/redundancy, or efficiency (e.g., communication or computational) considerations.
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The overall success of large-scale planning activities often requires managing these competing
demands effectively to coordinate the component efforts, and recognizing that computational and
communication resources must be allocated along with fuel, diagnostic equipment, repair personnel,
and other more visible goods. Computation and communication may seem “free” once one makes
these resources available, but their use always involves opportunity costs. For example, computing
more to improve one partial plan may save a flight and its associated fuel and pilot costs, while
computing more to improve another partial plan may save more lives. But one cannot simply just
decide what computations to make by comparing the non-computational goods at issue because
some computations (e.g., creating a fast local database) can speed or improve other computations,
thus representing non-computational goods only indirectly.

The usual approach taken to managing these competitions is bureaucratic, with some central
or higher authorities attempting to make broad allocations of resources and requiring the different
organizations and their components to operate within these allocations and to explicitly request
reallocations if such operation becomes impossible. Unfortunately, bureaucratic management of
the resources for complex activities is too inflexible to meet the ordinary flow of events, which
continually undermines the assumptions underlying such allocations by changing the demands on
component organizations in ways difficult to predict by central planners. In particular, the most
important competition for resources is not a static competition among relatively permanent organi-
zations and their components: instead, the most important competition for resources is among an
ever-changing set of tasks and portions of the overall activity. This competition arises as changing
circumstances undermines portions of the plans of the organizations involved in the activity. To
deal with these changing circumstances, the organizations and their components must continually
repair the plans directing their current activities, and the result is that the most important com-
petition for resources is the competition among portions of the overall plan for the attentions of
the authorities engaged in the activity. This competition is dynamic, cutting across organizational
lines and changing much more rapidly than the structures of the organizations themselves (even
when the organizations dynamically form teams to deal with problems). Bureaucratic management
of resources does not appear adequate to deal with these dynamic resource competitions.

To manage large-scale planning activities and their dynamic resource competitions effectively,
we must seek to address the competitions among tasks directly rather than indirectly through a
fixed matrix of organizations. Instead of focussing on a fixed array of organizations and their
capabilities, we must focus on the changing set of tasks, the importance of these tasks to each other
(as accomplishing one task may facilitate or impede another), and the relevance of the organizational
capabilities to each task. The question then becomes how to allocate resources to tasks, with the
allocation of resources to organizations derived from the primary task-centered allocation.

The field of economics has a well-known answer to the problem of allocating resources to tasks:
use markets. It suggests viewing the competition for resources in terms of resource-endowed con-
sumers that represent tasks or goals of the activity and resource-transforming producers that repre-
sent computational or reasoning procedures, informational resources, or noncomputational agents.
Equilibrium (“market”) prices correspond to allocations of resources to tasks that balance supply
and demand, thereby ranking particular resource demands by their importance relative to other
needs and the activity’s ability to supply or produce the resources.

Economics bases its market prescription on practical, theoretical, and organizational grounds.
In practice, markets for many goods provide extremely rapid response to changing circumstances
(as observation of commodity markets shows) as well as flexible and measured responses to changing
demands (which is not to say that overreactions are not possible). For a sizable range of important
goods, markets empirically provide the best known method of allocation, even to the point of
springing up and supplanting more bureaucratic mechanisms when not effectively suppressed. In
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addition, economic theory proves markets to be the most efficient allocation mechanisms possible,
in the sense that the allocations determined by markets best satisfy the preferences of the agents
involved. And markets do this while making smaller demands on the organizational structure of the
activities using the resources, as they depend mainly on the calculations of the individual agents
or organizational components competing for resources rather than on any calculation by central
planning authorities.

Markets thus seem highly suited to complex resource allocation problems, as they do not re-
quire synoptic computational abilities and still achieve the best possible results. But their use in
organizing activities has been limited for several reasons, especially the difficulty of recognizing
competitions in a timely fashion and of tracking the wide variety of material and non-material
goods involved in some activities. That is, markets in diesel fuel persist and succeed because diesel
fuel is a commodity used by many agents over long periods of time, has very slowly changing or
highly predictable properties, and is arbitrarily divisible, with different batches distinguished only
by their size, not by other qualities. In contrast, it is difficult, at least within traditional orga-
nizational structures, to recognize the need for a market in strategies to repair a transportation
plan upon the closure of an airfield, much less to identify the organizational agents that might
appropriately enter into such a market. In consequence, traditional approaches to organizing large
scale activities mix market and other mechanisms. The activities employ markets for resources
when those markets already exist and are conveniently accessed by the component organizations,
but use bureaucratic or other non-market mechanisms for the structuring the larger part of the
activity. Traditional approaches thus are denied the benefits of market allocation for many parts
of their activities.

Although virtually all traditional architectures for computational and intelligent systems have
been based on the bureaucratic model, limited forms of computational markets go back a long
way in computer science; one can even view some of the early job-scheduling procedures for batch
processing as implementing a “market” in computation for which users “bid” by means of com-
mands on their job-control cards (punched cards, that is). But the true flowering of computational
markets has occurred only recently, mainly with the WALRAS computational economy developed
by Wellman [30]. Designed to make use of the main ideas of theoretical economics about mar-
kets, WALRAS provides a general mechanism for implementing markets in arbitrary sets of goods,
traded by arbitrary consuming and producing agents. WALRAS provides the basic market notions
of consumer and producer agents, goods, and auctions for these goods. Each consumer and pro-
ducer enters into a subset of the auctions. Consumers are endowed (possess) bundles of various
goods, and enter into the auctions for each of the goods in their endowment. Producers do not
possess goods, but instead transform a set of input goods into an output good, and enter into the
auctions for their input and output goods. Consumers and producers place bids in each of the
auctions in which they participate. These bids may be as simple as indicating the desire to trade
a specific quantity of the good at the current price; or as complex as a full schedule of amounts
to trade (buying or selling) at each possible price. Consumers and producers determine their bids
in different ways. Consumers have a utility function or preference order over possible bundles of
goods, and bid so as to trade a less preferred bundle for a more preferred bundle. Producers have
a production function that describes how much output derives from each bundle of inputs, and use
this production function to determine bids for input goods from prices for output goods or vice
versa. WALRAS determines equilibrium prices by an iterative procedure that at each iteration
determines the total supply and demand for each good at current prices and adjusts the prices
accordingly if supply and demand do not match. In observations, WALRAS computes equilibrium
or near-equilibrium prices in only a few iterations. WALRAS makes a number of special economic
assumptions about agents, the most important one being that agents are “price taking”, that is, no
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agent is large enough in the market to influence prices simply by its own actions. This assumption
is actually not true in many of the small reasoning markets of interest, but its failure has not
yet been shown to matter in practice due to the iterative nature of equilibriation. WALRAS thus
provides a mechanism for implementing markets in goods as they appear and disappear, as long as
one can identify the need for such markets and the participants in them.

5.2 An experimental market-guided RMS

In order to provide rational guidance to distributed reason maintenance activities, we constructed
a market-guided RMS, called MRMS, by combining the new RMS with an extension of WALRAS.
MRMS represents each significant revision task by means of a market good and a consumer of that
good, and each revision method by a producer of a revision good. Effort is then allocated among
these tasks on the basis of relative prices of these goods.

The “glue” used in this combination is a system called RECON, the Reasoning ECONomy.
The reasoning economy extends WALRAS and determines rational allocations of the full range of
resources, computational and otherwise, by determining prices or trading ratios among resources.
RECON builds on WALRAS by augmenting WALRAS‘s generic notions of goods, consumers,
or producers with notions specific to reasoning tasks, and by introducing computation goods to
allocate to different tasks. Its main additions to WALRAS are a good representing computation,
the notions of computation consumers and producers, a taxonomy of action types, and an execution
mechanism that takes actions in an order determined by bids for computation.

The taxonomy of action types introduces the distinction between actions and states, and dif-
ferentiates a standard variety of action types reflecting mainly planning and reason maintenance
actions (labeling, signalling, etc.). Base level actions have associated procedures.

We have explored two approaches to allocating computational resources. Our initial approach
was based on an auction of computation opportunities, while a later approach developed by our
student Nathaniel Bogan [1] conducts auctions to rent computational resources to the highest
bidders.

The initial RECON implementation scheduled tasks on a single processor by auctioning off
opportunities to compute. In this implementation, computation consumers and producers bid for
amounts of the computation good as though they were bidding for different amounts of time. Com-
putation consumers have a computation function in addition to their utility function, where their
computation function indicates their use of computation in different circumstances. Computation
producers take computation as input and produce outputs, with different subtypes of computa-
tion producers characterized by their computation production functions that indicate how much
computation they take to produce their results (i.e., their running time). WALRAS is then run sev-
eral steps towards equilibrium prices, with the resulting non-equilibrium prices used both because
equilibria need not exist with the discrete bidding schedules used in MRMS and because finding
them may take too long even when they do exist. The RECON execution mechanism schedules
the execution of primitive procedures by using the bids each procedure’s producer bids for com-
putation. However, though the bids reflect the amounts of computation desired by consumers and
producers, the execution mechanism in fact provides uninterrupted opportunities to compute as
long as desired (possibly forever) rather than the opportunity to compute only as much as the bid
specified. The selection of the producer to execute is made by one of several methods, the sim-
plest being to simply pick the producer bidding for the maximum amount of computation among
all producers bidding for computation. This corresponds intuitively to taking actions to make as
much progress as possible at each step. Following each action, producers and the consumers they
serve are charged for the computation consumed once a producer’s procedure is executed. Due to
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the use of non-equilibrium prices, these charges may bankrupt consumers. On the theory that most
reasoning consumers correspond to goals that need not be pursued further once achieved, RECON
seeks to speed future decisions by “garbage collecting” bankrupt or otherwise useless consumers
and producers from the economy when these charges remove all the endowment of consumers.

Nathaniel Bogan developed an improved version of RECON by incorporating several standard
approaches from economic theory and practice [1]. In his scheme, consumers and producers bid
rental prices for computational resources (e.g., processors), and RECON allocates time to those
producers offering the highest rental rates (in the non-equilibrium approximation). The winner is
then charged at this rate according to how much time it actually uses.

We developed MRMS on the basis of the initial RECON version described above. Fairly simple
estimates of costs were used instead of more accurate (and possibly statistical) analyses in describing
production functions. We then tested MRMS in a simple problem-solving context using only simple
all-or-nothing preferences for the tasks. Even this simple setting revealed interesting behavior.
Varying the amount of computation required by the basic reason maintenance procedures relative
to each other yielded series of reasoned updates either being performed sequentially as individual
revisions (which take little time but may leave the network of justifications somewhat incoherent),
or being performed indirectly by avoiding any revision during the incoming series but revising the
entire set at once in a larger update operation at the end (which can take more time but leaves
the network of justifications mutually coherent). This illustrates one of the strenths of the market-
oriented approach: tasks which have implications for many other tasks are automatically accorded
great importance, in some cases even more than tasks that are very important on their own. These
determinations derive purely from the information local to each task and method and from the
pattern of interaction of the tasks and methods as reflected in the market topology. There is no
need to apply specific knowledge to recognize the importance; the market mechanisms provide that
indication automatically.

6 Representing planning and reasoning preferences

Preferences constitute one of the basic elements of information about economic agents, and a key
problem in both our investigation of market-guided reason maintenance and in rational planning in
general is finding a good representation of preference information. Decision-theoretic treatments of
preferences represent the objectives of a decision maker by an ordering over the possible outcomes
of available plans. We view this ordering relation as an ideal, but cannot hope to completely and
directly encode it in a planning system, as the domain of outcomes is combinatorially large or
infinite, and the relevant preference criteria vary across problem instances. Therefore, in designing
preference languages, we seek constructs for describing general patterns of preference that hold
over classes of outcomes and situations. Toward this end, we have developed a qualitative logic
of preference ceteris paribus or preference “other things equal” [12, 13, 31] in collaboration with
Michael Wellman. This logic affords flexible specification of objectives, underpinned by a decision-
theoretic semantics.

The most common representation used or assumed for preference information is that of numer-
ical utility functions. These have the advantage of offering complete comparisions of the relative
desirability of all alternatives and of applying numerical optimization procedures in decision mak-
ing. But they also suffer from severe problems of convenience and generality, especially when
attempting to integrate them into the automatic reasoning and planning system developed in the
artificial intelligence literature. In the first place, numeric utility functions are too specific: the
foundations of decision theory and economics start with qualitative preference orders, and many
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different utility functions can represent the same preference order [26]. Thus a utility function
may convey more information than is really there. In the second place, while utility functions
make some optimization procedures convenient, they tend to make specification and elucidation of
preferences difficult. Most people exhibit a well-known aversion to expressing their judgments in
numerical terms, yet are often willing to provide qualitative expressions of preference with confi-
dence. Working directly with utility functions thus makes people hesitant to supply the necessary
information, and also provides no way to make use of the qualitative comparisions that informants
might provide immediately. In the third place, utility functions provide no connection with the
notion of goal upon which most reasoning and planning systems in use in artificial intelligence are
based. Most of these systems solve problems and construct plans in response to stipulations of
one or more propositions representing the goals to be achieved. Decision theory has no notion of
“things to be achieved”, only rankings of the relative desirability of outcomes, while goal-based
systems frequently have only the notion of “things to be achieved” and no way of comparing the
relative desirability of potential solutions or plans.

In response to these problems with utility functions, we worked toward finding ways of repre-
senting information about preferences that permits expression of both standard decision-theoretic
information as well as standard goal-based specifications, so as to be able to exploit the strengths
of both decision theory and artificial intelligence. More generally, we aimed to find preference rep-
resentations capable of encoding and using whatever preference information is available, without
having to wait until enough is specified to determine a utility function.

Our qualitative logic of preference ceteris paribus provides a uniform language in which one
can express both ordinary decision-theoretic preferences as well as the standard notion of goal,
which we interpret to mean conditions preferred to their opposites other things equal. It is easy to
show that one cannot reasonably interpret goals as conditions preferred to their opposites without
qualification, as that interpretation trivializes planning with multiple independent goals. In partic-
ular, that interpretation forces all states that satisfy some goals but not others to be indifferent; so
that one cannot add any information to the goals to state that, for example, outcomes satisfying
5 goals are preferable to outcomes satisfying only 4. To avoid such trivialization, we relativize the
comparisons to outcomes that keep everything the same except the conditions being compared. We
write p ≥ q to mean that p is weakly preferred to q ceteris paribus, and p > q to mean that p is
strictly preferred to q ceteris paribus, that is, that p ≥ q but not q ≥ p.

With the notion of preference relativized in this way, we can define goals simply as propositions
preferred to their complements ceteris paribus. We write ≥(p), therefore, to mean that p is a weak
goal, that is, that p ≥ p̄, and write >(p) to mean that p is a strict goal, that is, that p > p̄.

This formal semantics for goals permits us to investigate principles for reasoning with goals.
For example, some forms of reasoning decompose goals into sets of logically related propositions
(for example, sets of propositions yielding the original one by conjunction or disjunction, as in
subgoaling) and treat these new propositions as new goals. We may ask whether such operations
are sound with respect to our semantics. In fact, the semantics confirms that these operations
are not always valid. Decomposing goals into conjunctions and disjunctions of putative goals need
not always produce bona fide goals because the decomposition propositions may have undesirable
properties (“side-effects”) in addition to their relation to the compound goal. In general, complex
goals tell us little about the desirability of their constituent parts. We do not mean to suggest that
reasoners stop using useful manipulations like conjunctive and disjunctive decompositions of goals
just because these operations can be unsound. We only mean to point out that if a reasoner uses
unsound operations, then either it risks exhibiting judgements through its actions that conflict with
its represented preferences, or its reasoning introduces new assumptions that change the underlying
preference order. These possibilities deserve explicit recognition, and explicit treatment in some
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cases.
More importantly, the semantics entails various important principles for reasoning about goals

and preferences. We identify some important cases in which preference ceteris paribus satisfies a
dominance principle, in that if p and q concern aspects of outcomes “orthogonal” to r (a concept
made precise by the semantics), then p ≥ q whenever pr ≥ qr and pr̄ ≥ qr̄. We also relativize
the notion of logical independence of propositions to the notion of independence ceteris paribus,
and show that for propositions that are orthogonal and independent ceteris paribus, conjunctions
and disjunctions of goals are themselves goals. For such propositions, we also derive a variety of
transitivity results; for example, propositions preferred to goals are also goals. It appears that many
important decisions can be made simply on the basis of dominance arguments expressed completely
qualitatively in this form, so this approach should permit important decision-making and planning
to proceed even without numeric utilities. Wellman [29] has developed the probabilistic version of
this idea into a dominance-guided planning procedure that plans “up to tradeoffs” in his terminol-
ogy, meaning it constructs plans that are optimal as far as the qualitative probabilistic information
is concerned, and we expect an even more robust planning procedure could be constructed in a
similar fashion using only qualitative preference information.

We are continuing to develop the theoretical structure and inferential capabilities of this logic
and some close variants, but the basic language already provides a useful tool for encoding qualita-
tive preferential information. Of course, a rich language for encoding preference information would
include quantitative representations as well, and we are working toward a preference language
that spans the spectrum from completely qualitative representations like our language of compar-
ative preference to ordinary numeric utility functions, including intermediate representations of
multiattribute utility functions such as subutility composition trees [32], the standard forms of
multiattribute utility functions [17], and their application to expressing different types of planning
goals [15, 16].

7 Conclusion

Reason maintenance offers important abilities for use in planning and replanning, but to prove useful
for large-scale activities, the techniques must be capable of incremental application that does not
incur the costs of global reconsideration. We extended traditional reason maintenance techniques
to make use of instructions, expectations, preferences, and market mechanisms in deciding how to
establish and revise beliefs and plan elements. In our conception, the rational distributed reason

maintenance service maintains only as much coherence and grounded support as is called for by the
planner’s purposes. In essence, the fundamental operations of finding supporting arguments and
pursuing consequences become flexible rather than routine, with different sorts of reasons indicating
different sorts of processing during revisions in addition to their more overt indications of likelihood
and preference information.
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